
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby U/11 3.3.21 vs Pennant Hills 4.7.31 
ROUND 2 12/04/19 
VENUENAME Ern Holmes Oval 

 
Report Content  

The under 11’s round 2 game against Pennant Hills was on Friday night under lights at Ern Holmes oval. The Eagles 
were coming off a round 1 thumping from Willoughby, so Thursday’s training was intense with plenty of tackling and 
skill drills. 

 

The game started with Penno kicking two quick goals to put the Eagles onto the back foot after competing below par 
in the 1st quarter. A quick rev up at quarter time and the boys had a bit of fire in the belly and competed well for the 
footy and managed to hit the scoreboard with a goal. Sandy, Felix, Charlie and Oliver put the pressure on up forward 
whilst Jack C and Brody tackled well in the middle of the ground. The conditions didn’t favour clean footy as it was 
quite slippery with the dew in the 2nd half. Lachlan and Jack English started to dominate on the back flank allowing 
the Eagles to have the majority of possession in the 3rd quarter with Lucas being a standout forward for the quarter, 
unfortunately we couldn’t convert on the scoreboard. The last quarter the boys through everything at Penno with 
Tommy, Andrew, Will and Ben showing good skills and teamwork whilst Tommy Croan, Jack and Brody continued to 
tackle hard. Joel’s effort in the last quarter set the boys up with his pace around the packs and long kicks into the 
forward line. A quick snap from Jude produced a goal and Joel’s long-range torpedo landed the boys just 10 points 
behind Penno. Unfortunately, we couldn’t quite capitalise on our possession in the forward line and went down by 
10 points on the final Siren. Great effort boys! 

 

 

 

Goals:  Jack English 1, Joel Fieldus 1, Jude Ball 1 

 

 

Best: The player of the match had an absolute blinder in the back line taking several marks and saving numerous 
goals that kept the Eagles in the match. Without Bailey Thompsons brilliance in the back line, the score could have 
been anything. Well done Bailey, a well-deserved man of the match. Joel, Lachlan, Lucas, Tom Croan and Jack Castles 
also picked up the remaining votes for the game. 

 

    
    

Report by:   Matt Castles Coach 

 


